
Launceston 13 July 2014 

RACE  1 : This is the first of the two year old races for the night. GRACE CAMPBELL (1) is a very 

promising filly who lets set to break through for her first win here. She will be hoping to hold up and 

if she does she is clearly the one to run down. KARALTA JAZZMAN (8) has drawn to get a good run in 

transit as will follow his main danger through and will just need to get a crack at her to be a huge 

danger. BUSTED (3) is much better suited back to the mobile conditions. He has drawn well and will 

settle handy so has each way claims. SMILETURNER (9) continues to race well and has drawn to get a 

good run through so has to be a chance. FREYDE (2) is a first starter from the Rattray camp who 

draws well so has to be kept very safe as has trialled ok. FUNDAMENTALIST (4) and TIZ A JAMANE (7) 

are capable of filling a minor first four place. 

TOP PICK : GRACE CAMPBELL (1) draws to break through here so is the one to beat. 

DANGERS :  KARALTA JAZZMAN (8) will get every chance so is a big danger along with BUSTED (3). 

ROUGHIE : FREYDE (2) can run a race here on debut. 

RATINGS :  1 – 8 – 2 3 9 – 4 5 7 – 6 10 

 

RACE  2 : This is another two year old. MOBI DOC (6) has been racing very well in tougher company 

and proved that last week when running to out two best two year olds. He will look to push forward 

early and find the breeze to try and dictate the race so will be the hardest to beat. CHARLIE JAMES 

(7) has had a freshen up since his last run when was slightly disappointing. He was good winning a 

trial last week and with a little luck from the draw can be in the finish. MY MATE TYSON (9) hit the 

line well on debut. He will be improved by the run and draws to get a good run through so has to be 

a winning chance. AUGURAL (2) battled away ok on debut and draws to get a good run so has to be 

an each way chance. ALWAYS A SHOW (1) , BAROOGA MINNIE (3) and NOTONASUNDAY (5) are all 

having their first starts so watch for any market moves. 

TOP PICK : MOBI DOC (6) racing well so is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : CHARLIE JAMES (7) if at his best will be in the finish so is the danger along with MY MATE 

TYSON (9). 

ROUGHIE :  AUGURAL (2) can win at good odds here. 

RATINGS : 6 – 7 9 – 2 – 1 3 4 5 8 10 

 

RACE  3 : This is a very open 3CO/C1. KARALTA DAZZLER (10) will find this much easier than his latest 

run in where he took on the best of his age group and was only beaten a few metres. He will find this 

much easier and if he can work into the race he will take plenty of holding out. CARDINAL SPEC (2) 

was a little unlucky when resuming when he got a gap late and sprint quickly to just miss. He will be 

hoping to lob handy as showed no gate speed last start and will take plenty of holding out. OLIVERS 

MATE (3) was another that flashed home in that same race. He will be improved by the run and he 



did show a bit of speed early so he too is a danger at odds. CHIRAC (9) has been racing very well and 

deserves a change of luck so if he gets it here he will take holding out. BAROOGA BUSTER (6) is a 

handy type resuming so will pay to watch the market. FLETCHERS KNIGHT (7) , LADY ELAINE (8) and 

PRISONER (11) are capable of filling a minor first four spot. 

TOP PICK : CARDINAL SPEC (2) just leaning his way at e/w odds. 

DANGERS : KARALTA DAZZLER (10) is clearly the danger as is racing very well along with CHIRAC (9). 

ROUGHIE :  OLIVERS MATE (3) has a hope at good odds. 

RATINGS :  2 – 9 10 – 3 6 – 7 8 11 – 1 4 5 

 

RACE  4 : This is a C1 or better stand. RAMPLESTILTSKIN (7) is a three year old taking on the older 

horses. He has won three from his last four but the stand is a query but if steps safely will take 

plenty of beating. Backmarkers STERLISH (8) and ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (9) are both racing very well 

and they will tack on pretty quickly. They will be looking at getting similar runs in the race and will 

take plenty of holding out. LIKE IT IS (3) is a handy type resuming so if he was able to ping away and 

find the top will give plenty of cheek. BUMBLE DON (4) has been thereabouts of late so if steps safely 

and lobs in the first couple has a good each way chance. EARL HICKEY (1) , PRETTYBOYTROY (5) and 

BILLABONG BERTIE (6) are all capable of filling a minor place with the right run. 

TOP PICK : STERLISH (8) is getting very close to a win and is suited here. 

DANGERS : RAMPLESTILTSKIN (7) is a class rise but is still a big danger along with the inform 

ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (9). 

ROUGHIE : BUMBLE DON (4) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS :  8 – 7 9 – 3 4 – 1 5 6 - 2 

 

RACE  5 : This is a tough C1 only. MISTER RYANJACK (11) has very good resuming when set a solid 

pace when got run down late in good time. He draws out the back tonight but has proved can sprint 

quickly with the right run so will take plenty of holding out. THE FAMILY GUY (9) is in career best 

form he draws to get a good run through then will push forward to the breeze so will take plenty of 

getting past. CYRILFROMTHEPOCKET (1) was a good winner when led throughout when resuming to 

give his driver Ken Hall a big thrill. He draws to lead again and despite this being harder has an each 

way chance. PRECIOUS DRAGON (7) was a big improver last start when got a good run behind the 

leader. She will have to back early and if gets a cart into the race can run into a place. PARIS EXPRESS 

(8) draws to get a good run behind the leader so can place at big odds. JODILA (2) , BREAK OF NITE 

(3) , ME MATE LES (4) , BRAEVIEW SNIPER (5) and LIVIA DEGEROLSTEIN (10) are all capable of filling a 

place at odds. 

TOP PICK : MISTER RYANJACK (11) has a good winning hope here. 



DANGERS : THE FAMILY GUY (9) is racing well so is huge danger along with CYRILFROMTHEPOCKET 

(1) from the draw. 

ROUGHIE : ME MATE LES (4) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS :  11 – 9 – 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 10 - 6 

 

RACE  6 : This is a C2/C3. FRANCO SHEFFIELD (4) has been racing in great form but is having his first 

start at the track and rises in class. He is a 3yo taking on seasoned pacers here so will have to be at 

his best here but is still the one to beat. CLAMOROUS (9) is a very smart four year old who draws to 

get a good run through. He will get a good run in transit so will take plenty of holding out at the 

business end. DELIGHTFUL LILLY (5) is a smart mare who won well when resuming and should strip 

fitter for that run so is a danger with a similar run here. PUT MBACK (8) has drawn to get a soft run 

on the pegs so can fill a place. WIPETHESMILE (3) was good last start sitting parked and may end one 

by one here so can place. FRANCO SEELSTER (1) will lead if they like and can give a bit of cheek at 

odds. PUNT ROAD DISCO (6) loomed up to win last start but just weakened on his run. He will need 

to get a cart into the race and if does can fill a minor first four spot. 

TOP PICK : FRANCO SHEFFIELD (4) this is toughest test to date but is still the one to beat. 

DANGERS :  CLAMOROUS (9) is a smart type and is a big danger along with DELIGHTFUL LILLY (5). 

ROUGHIE :  WIPETHESMILE (3) can run a place at odds here. 

RATINGS :  4 – 9 – 3 5 8 – 1 6 – 2 7 

 

RACE  7 : This is a strong C6/C7 over the mile with numerous chances. MELOLYN (3) has drawn well 

and will settle on top or in death seat so from there he will try to dictate the speed of the race and 

will take plenty beating. TALKABOUT DEXTER (7) is in career best form and will be hoping they go 

hard up front so then he can try and run them down. MELPARK MAESTRO (6) races best when up on 

the speed so will push forward but may be planted three deep but still has a chance either way. I 

PITY THE FOOL (9) has drawn to get a good run through so if he can settle handy and get a crack at 

them has a small hope at odds. SPITFIRE ROSE (2) is a handy mare who draws well so is a must for 

the exotics. SHANGHAI KNIGHT (8) draws to follow through behind stable mate 

AMADMANCOMESUNDONE (1) who can hold up so both have a slim hope at odds. 

DELIVERTHEGOODS (4) and CARDINAL SETH (5) are both going ok and can sneak a place with the 

right run. 

TOP PICK : MELOLYN (3) from the draw is the one to beat but don’t take silly odds. 

DANGER : TALKABOUT DEXTER (7) draw hurts but is still a big danger along with MELPARK MAESTRO 

(6). 

ROUGHIE :  AMADMANCOMESUNDONE (1) has the draw to give a bit of cheek. 

RATINGS :  3 – 7 – 1 2 5 6 8 9 - 4 



 

RACE 8 : This is the free for all for the night. PACHACUTI (3) is getting primed for the Breeders Crown 

Series in Melbourne. He is the star pacer in Tasmania at present he may have to sit parked tonight 

but still should be too classy. REMEMBER JOE (1) is in career best form and grows a leg when finds 

the top. He draws to lead here so will make a race of it with the favourite just as he did three runs 

back when took PACHACUTI (3) the length of the straight to run him down so will be a danger. OUR 

CHAIN OF COMMAND (4) is in the twilight of his career but will get a good run here so can place 

here. OUR MELS DREAM (5) had no luck last week so will pay to forgive and go on previous form 

which was good so will be thereabouts.  

TOP PICK : PACHACUTI (3) is clearly the one to beat. 

DANGERS : REMEMBER JOE (1) if he gets an easy lead will give plenty of cheek so is the danger along 

with OUR CHAIN OF COMMAND (4). 

ROUGHIE : OUR MELS DREAM (5) will get out to good odds and has a hope. 

RATINGS : 3 – 1 – 4 5 – 2 6 

 

RACE  9 : This is a race for the CO pacers. ROBYN SCHERBOTSKY (3) had no luck last start when 

locked wheels just after the start. She draws well here so will get every chance and take a lot of 

beating. JANE GRANT (5) will find this much easier than running in the final of the Bandbox in where 

she ran very well. She will be hoping to get a bit of cover as can sprint quickly when she does so is a 

big danger. JAZZY JANE (6) is another that will find this much easier so expect to be thereabouts. 

LITTLE JETHRO (7) was a good winner at Devonport on Monday night but will find this much harder 

from the draw so place look’s best. THAI CHAMP (1) is a first starter with fair trial form so just watch 

the market. OSCAR BLAKEDON (8) does have ability but his manners let him down more times than 

not but if he goes around safely would not surprise to see him in the finish. 

TOP PICK : JANE GRANT (5) real nice filly who will take plenty of beating. 

DANGERS : ROBYN SCHERBOTSKY (3) is the obvious danger. 

ROUGHIE : OSCAR BLAKEDON (8) can run a race at odds if on best behaviour. 

RATINGS :  5 – 3 – 6 7 – 8 – 1 2 4 

 

 

RACE  10 : This is a heat of the Breeders Crown for the two year old colts and geldings. BOASSON 

HAGEN (1) was a brilliant winner of the Dandy Patch Final last start which was a great two horse race 

in where he just beat the previously unbeaten Jerrys Jet. He will hold the lead tonight and dictate 

the race so should be too strong. MISTER LENNOX (2) is a handy type in his own right but his 

manners has let him down at times. He has drawn to slot onto the favourites back so will run the 

quinella. ONE MANS PASS (3) was kept very safe at his debut in Victoria but lost all chance when 



broke after the start. He had trialled well before that start so will pay to keep safe here. ISUNDULA 

ARTIST (4) look’s outclassed here. 

TOP PICK : BOASSON HAGEN (1) is a quality animal who should be winning. 

DANGERS : MISTER LENNOX (2) will get the right run so can run the quinella. 

ROUGHIE : ONE MANS PASS (3) has ability so keep safe. 

RATINGS : 1 – 2 – 3 - 4 

 

RACE  11 : This is a heat of the Breeders Crown for the two year old fillies. Which is a  two horse race 

between HOUSE HAUNTER (1) and SAFETY GIRL (2). SAFETY GIRL (2) will find this much easier than 

last couple of runs so may prove too strong for HOUSE HAUNTER (1) who has been freshened up for 

this. 

TOP PICK : SAFETY GIRL (2) to beat HOUSE HAUNTER (1). 


